Abstract-Let A(n, d, w) be the largest possible size of an (n, d, w) constant-weight binary code. By adding new constraints to Delsarte linear programming, we obtain twenty three new upper bounds on A(n, d, w) for n ≤ 28. The used techniques allow us to give a simple proof of an important theorem of Delsarte which makes linear programming possible for binary codes.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
ET F = {0, 1} and let n, d, w be positive integers. The (Hamming) distance between two vectors in F n is the number of positions where they differ. An (n, d, w) constantweight code is a subset C of F n such that every vector of C has exactly w ones and such that distance between any two vectors in C is at least d. Given n, d, w, denote A(n, d, w) the largest possible size of an (n, d, w) constant-weight code C. In general, it is difficult to find the exact values of A(n, d, w). However, many methods have been developed to find lower bounds and upper bounds for A(n, d, w). In this paper, we only deal with the problem improving upper bounds on A(n, d, w). For lower bounds on A(n, d, w), the readers may refer to [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
We give a brief history of improvements of upper bounds on A(n, d, w). In 1977, first tables of upper bounds on A(n, d, w) appeared in [6] for n ≤ 24. Later, in 1978, they are updated in [2] . More updates appeared in 1987 [7] . In 2000, Agrell, Vardy, and Zeger made very nice improvements on upper bounds on A(n, d, w) for n ≤ 28 [8] . Many of these upper bounds were obtained by adding new constraints to Delsarte linear programming. Five years later, in 2005, Schrijver also obtained great improvements on upper bounds on A(n, d, w) by using Terwilliger algebra and semidefinite programming [9] . And by computer-aided approach, in 2010,Östergård classified up to equivalence optimal constant-weight codes for small n. Several upper bounds on A(n, d, w) were also obtained by this approach [10] .
In this paper, we show that the distance distribution of a constant-weight code satisfies certain linear inequalities. And by adding these new constraints to linear programming, we obtain twenty three new upper bounds on A(n, d, w) for n ≤ 28. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we recall the Delsarte linear programming for constant-weight codes. Next, in section III and IV, we show B.G. Kang, H.K. Kim, and P.T. Toan are with the Department of Mathematics, Pohang University of Science and Technology, Pohang 790-784, Republic of Korea.
two types of constraints that are added to improved upper bounds on A(n, d, w). The second type of constraints, in many cases, helps reduce known upper bounds on A(n, d, w) by 1. The techniques which are used to obtain these constraints allow us in section V to give a simple proof of well known Delsarte inequalities which make linear programming possible for binary codes.
II. DELSARTE LINEAR PROGRAMMING BOUNDS ON SIZES OF CONSTANT-WEIGHT CODES
A. Upper bounds on A(n, d, w)
The following theorem shows easy properties of A(n, d, w) which can be found in [6] .
Theorem 1:
A(n, 2w, w) = n w ,
By (1) and (3), we can always assume that d is even and d ≥ 4. Also, by (2), (4), and (5), we can assume that d < 2w ≤ n. From now on, n, d, and w are assumed to satisfy these conditions. And a constant-weight code means an (n, d, w) constant-weight code.
The following theorem of Johnson in some cases still gives best known upper bounds on sizes of constant-weight codes.
Theorem 2: (Johnson).
Let u, v be two vectors in F n . If the distance between u and v is i, then we write d(u, v) = i. Let C be a constant-weight code. The distance distribution {A i } n i=0 of C is define by
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, where
the set of all codewords u in C at distance i from c.
Remark 3:
By definition, A 0 = 1 and A j = 0 whenever 0 < j < d or 2w < j or when j is odd. Hence, the possible nonzero A j are A 0 , A d , A d+2 , . . . , A 2w , which are
Since A 0 = 1, we can consider {A 2i } w i=d/2 (sometimes we just write {A 2i } for short) as the distance distribution of C. Note that if C is a constant-weight code with distance distribution
Theorem 4: (Delsarte). If {A 2i } is the distance distribution of an (n, d, w) constant-weight code, then for k = 1, 2, . . . , w,
where
The original version of linear programming bound is stated as follows.
Theorem 5:
where the maximum is taken over all (A d , A d+2 , . . . , A 2w ) satisfying A 2i ≥ 0 for i = d/2, . . . , w and satisfying the constraints in Theorem 4.
B. Some improvements
If more constraints are added to this linear programming, then better upper bounds on A(n, d, w) may be obtained. One way to do this is using upper bounds on sizes of doublyconstant-weight codes. Let w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 be nonnegative integers. A (w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 , d) doubly-constant-weight code is a subset C of F n1+n2 such that each vector in C has exactly w 1 ones on the first n 1 coordinates and exactly w 2 ones on the last n 2 coordinates and such that distance between any two vectors in C is at least d. Denote T (w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 , d) the largest possible size of a (w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 , d) doubly-constantweight code. Some elementary facts on T (w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 , d) are as follows.
Theorem 6:
Best known upper bounds on T (w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 , d) can be found at [1] . The following inequalities are well known. We gives the proof here for the completeness. Lemma 7: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i }. Then for each c ∈ C and each i,
Proof: Let u ∈ S 2i (c). By reordering the coordinates, we may assume that
Since d(u, c) = 2i, u must have exactly i zeros on the first w coordinates and exactly i ones on the last n − w coordinates. It follows, by (16), that
Lemma 7 leads to the following well known constraints which can be added to the linear programming.
Proposition 8: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i }. Then for each i,
Proof: By Lemma 7, for each c ∈ C,
Taking sum over all c ∈ C, we get
which means
Remark 9: In Proposition 8, the exact values of T (i, w, i, n − w, d) may not be known. However, we can replace them by upper bounds of T (i, w, i, n − w, d) taken from the tables at [1] .
More improvements on linear programming bounds on A(n, d, w) can be found at [8] .
III. IMPROVED LINEAR PROGRAMMING BOUNDS ON
A(n, d, w)
We now construct the first type of constraints on {A 2i } w i=d/2 that will be added to the linear programming to improve upper bounds on A(n, d, w). This type of constraints is similar to one in [8] . Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i } w i=d/2 . For convenience, we denote H = {d/2, d/2 + 1, . . . , w}. For each i ∈ H, we let V i be the set of all vectors u of F n such that u has exactly i ones on the first w coordinates and exactly i ones on the last n − w coordinates. And for i = j in H, we define
This m i,j can be calculated easily. Proposition 10: For i and j in H,
and
Proof: Straightforward. From now on, for i ∈ H, P i always denote an integer such that
Hence by (22), for every c ∈ C, we always have
Lemma 11: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution
for each c ∈ C. Proof: The proof follows from (35) and the following claim.
Claim. Either |S 2i (c)| = 0 or |S 2j (c)| = 0. Suppose on the contrary that |S 2i (c)| ≥ 1 and |S 2j (c)| ≥ 1. Then choose any u ∈ S 2i (c) and v ∈ S 2j (c). Then u + c belongs to
Proposition 12: Let C be a constant-weight code with dis-
Proof: For each c ∈ C, by Lemma 11,
Hence,
Proposition 12 can be generalized as follows. Proposition 13: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i }. If H 1 is a subset of H such that
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 11, we have, for each c ∈ C,
This is true because if
As in the proof of Proposition 12, we take sum over all c ∈ C and get the desired result. We now consider the case m i,j = d for some i = j ∈ H. We first define two number w(i, j, t) and n(i, j, t) when i, j, t are given. For integers i, j, t, we let
the absolute value of i + j − t, and let
Lemma 14:
Proof: Let u ∈ S 2i (c). If S 2j (c) is empty then there is nothing to prove. Hence, we assume that
(50)
On the first w coordinates, the j ones of v + c are free to run over w − i coordinates, i.e., no ones of v + c are allowed to be on the first i coordinates, since d(u + c, v + c) = m i,j . Equivalently, w −i−j zeros of v +c on the first w coordinates are free to run over w − i coordinates and the other zeros of v+c are fixed. This means we are allowed to choose w−i−j = w(i, j, w) = w 1 coordinates from w − i = n(i, j, w) = n 1 coordinates. Case 2. w < i + j.
In this case, only i + j − w ones of v + c on the first w coordinates are free to run over the first i coordinates and the other w−i ones must be fixed since d(u+c, v+c) = m i,j . This means we are allowed to choose i + j − w = w(i, k, w) = w 1 coordinates from i = n(i, j, w) coordinates. Therefore, in any cases, on the first w coordinates of v + c, we are allowed to choose w 1 coordinates from n 1 coordinates.
Similarly, on the last n − w coordinates, we are free to choose w 2 coordinates from n 2 coordinates.
The conclusion is that
From now on, P ji always denote an integer such that
where i, j, w 1 , n 1 , w 2 , n 2 are as in Lemma 14. Lemma 15: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i }. If i = j are in H such that m i,j = d, then for each c ∈ C,
Proof: Fix c ∈ C. By (35),
By Lemma 14 and (54),
First, we prove (55) by considering the following three cases.
Case 1. |S 2i (c)| = 0. It is obvious by (58).
Case 2. |S 2i (c)| ≥ 1 and |S 2j (c)| = 0. We need to show that
By hypothesis, P ij P i + P ji P j ≥ 1. Thus, P i P j − P i P ji ≤ P j P ij and hence
Case 3. |S 2i (c)| ≥ 1 and |S 2j (c)| ≥ 1.
By symmetry, (56) follows. Now, we prove (57). By (58), the proof is trivial if
Proposition 16: Let C be a constant-weight code with dis-
Proof: Follows from Lemma 15. Proposition 16 can be improved as follows. Proposition 17: Let C be a constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i }. Suppose H 1 is a subset of H satisfying the following properties.
Proof: The proof follows from previous results and the following two facts.
• Fact 1:
For example, to prove (68), we fix c ∈ C. Then, by Lemma 15,
As in the prove of Lemma 11,
By the above two facts,
Taking sum over all c ∈ C, we get the desired result. (69) and (70) This improves the upper of Agrell, Vardy, and Zeger: A(27, 8, 13) ≤ 11991 (see [8] ), and the best known upper bound of Schrijver: A(27, 8, 13) ≤ 11981 (see [9] ).
IV. MORE IMPROVEMENTS ON LINEAR PROGRAMMING
BOUNDS
Another type of our constraints that can be added to the linear programming is stated in the 2-row k-column formulas in this section. This type of constraints can in many cases help decrease best known upper bounds on A(n, d, w) by 1.
Let C be an (n, d, w) constant-weight code with distance distribution {A 2i } w i=d/2 . Let M be the number of codewords of C. We consider C as a M × n matrix (where each c ∈ C is a row). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we let x i be the number of ones on the ith column of C. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we define
Hence, the Krawtchouk polynomial
Proposition 19:
where the sum is taken over all subsets {u
Proof: Write C = (c ji ). Let S be the number of all (c ji1 , c ji2 , . . . , c ji k ) (these k values are on the intersection of the row j and the k columns i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k of C) such that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k and such that c ji1 + c ji2 + · · · + c jk k is odd. Since each row of C has exactly w ones, it will contribute
to the number S. It follows that
On the other hand, each k columns u
which is the number of rows of C on which u
have an odd number of ones. Hence,
This finishes the proof of the proposition.
The above 1-row k-column formula plays an important role in the following 2-row k-column formulas which will be added to linear programming to give improved upper bounds on A(n, d, w).
Proposition 20: (2-row k-column formulas). For each k = 1, 2, . . . , M ,
where q k and r k are the quotient and the remainder, respectively, when dividing
with 0 ≤ r k < n k . Proof: Let S be the number of all 2 × k matrices
(the entries of A are on the intersection of 2 rows j, l and k columns i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k of the matrix C) such that j = l, i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k , and A contains an odd number of ones. Two different rows u and v of C will contribute
On the other hand, k distinct columns u
This sum contains n k summands. By the 1-row 2-column formula,
Since
the right-hand side of (89) is maximum, when wt(u
(87) and (92) give the desired formula (82). The proof of (83) is similar. The only difference is that we count matrices A having an even number of ones.
Example 21: Suppose (n, d, w) = (27, 12, 12). The best known upper bound for A(27, 12, 12) is A(27, 12, 12) ≤ 140. For k = 1, 2, and 3, the 2-row k-column formula (82) V. APPLYING TO BINARY CODES An (n, d) (binary) code is a subset C of F n such that distance between any two vectors in C is at least d. The distance distribution {A i } n i=0 of C is defined by
the set of all codewords u in C at distance i from c. Our technique in the previous section can be used to prove the following theorem of Delsarte which makes linear programming possible for codes.
Theorem 23: (Delsarte). Let C be a code with distance distribution {A i } n i=0 . Then
for k = 0, 1, . . . , n. If M = |C| is odd, then
Proof: Consider all 2 × k matrices
(the entries of A are on the intersection of 2 rows j, l and k columns i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k of the matrix C) such that j = l, i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k . If A contains an odd number of ones then we count 1 for S and if A contains an even number of ones then we count −1 for S. Two different rows u and v of C will contribute 
to S. It follows that
On the other hand, k distinct columns u wt(u
